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Introduction

On 28 May 2008, the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda decided that it could not transfer the case of Yussuf Munyakazi to Rwandese domestic courts.1 The Trial Chamber was concerned that the trial of the accused by a single judge in Rwanda might violate his right to be tried before an independent tribunal.2 While the Chamber noted that Rwanda had accepted international obligations guaranteeing the right to be tried before an independent tribunal, and that Rwanda had included that right in its domestic law, it found that ‘sufficient guarantees against outside pressures are lacking in Rwanda.’3 The fact that the Rwandese Government had interrupted cooperation with the Tribunal following the dismissal of an indictment, as well as its negative reaction to foreign indictments of former members of the Rwandan Patriotic Front, made the Chamber concerned that the Government would pressure the judiciary, a pressure to which ‘a judge sitting alone would be particularly susceptible.’4

Whether the Munyakazi decision will be upheld on appeal remains to be seen, but it does illustrate that international courts may use the principle of independence to allocate adjudicative power between international and domestic courts.
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2 Ibid., para. 39.
3 Ibid., para. 40.
4 Ibid., para. 40.
International courts may be willing to entrust domestic courts to do what they would have done themselves, but only if and to the extent that such domestic courts are sufficiently insulated from pressures from the political branches of their state.

Thus, international courts may use the principle of independence in solving the conundrum that is caused by the fact that while international law needs to rely on domestic courts for the adjudication of international claims, such courts are closely tied to the state of which they are an organ and may not always be trusted to properly hold their state to the requirements of international law.

Treaties and international institutions rely strongly on domestic courts to perform adjudicatory functions, in particular in international human rights law and international criminal law. This preference for domestic courts as a venue for the resolution of international claims is induced by states’ sovereignty, their will to keep control over adjudication, the intimate connection of many cases to local factual

---

5 I use the term ‘international claims’ in a broad manner, referring to cases where persons (whether states or natural persons) initiate a demand against a state or other person for redress in respect of a breach of international law, whether directly on the basis of international law or on the basis of a rule of domestic law that incorporates international law. This definition includes domestic prosecutions of international crimes. Compare for the classic (and narrower) definition of international claims in the context of diplomatic protection: John P. Grant and J. Craig Barker, *Encyclopedic Dictionary of International Law* (2nd edn, Oceana, New York, 2004) at 83.


8 The sovereignty of states has traditionally been used to argue that claims involving (nationals of) other states should primarily be brought in domestic courts. Edwin M. Borchard, *The Diplomatic Protection of Citizens Abroad* (The Banks Law Publishing Company, New York, 1915), at 817-818 (noting that ‘the right of sovereignty and independence warrants the local State in demanding for its courts freedom from interference, on the assumption that they are capable of doing justice’); see also Chitharanjan F. Amerasinghe, *Local Remedies in International Law* (2nd edn, Cambridge University Press, 2005) 62. See for a discussion of sovereignty as a basis for subsidiarity in human rights law Carozza, ‘Subsidiarity’, *supra* note 6, at 63.
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and legal circumstances, the sheer number of cases involving international law, and the lack of capacity at international level.

However, relying on domestic courts for adjudicating international claims involving the forum state is a precarious affair. From the perspective of international law, domestic courts are inseparable from the state. International law is based on the unity of the state and it treats the state as a black box. It may seem incompatible with the rule of law to allow the very party whose compliance is in question to determine whether it is in transgression.

In addition to the conceptual unity between courts and their state, at a more practical level, multiple legal, political and cultural ties connect courts to the legal order and society of which they are a part. When states are implicated in violations of international criminal law and human rights law, it may be doubted whether domestic courts can be relied upon to give dispassionate judgments that conform to international law, yet contradict the interests of their state. Courts may protect the state, or may be unjustifiably harsh against enemies of the state, such as members of rebel movements. Friedmann’s observation that the role of national courts in the


10 Reliance on domestic courts of course is not a new phenomenon. Lillich wrote in 1962 that traditional methods for handling claims by international commissions ‘have proved unsatisfactory for the needs of the postwar world’ and that states have increasingly resorted to national commissions for handling of international claims; see Richard B. Lillich, International Claims — Their Handling by National Commissions (Syracuse University Press, 1962) at 3.

11 This same objection need not apply in cases where a court adjudicates claims not directed against the forum state, such as prosecutions of rebels who challenge the government or cases based on universal jurisdiction. However, some of the problems stated infra, text accompanying notes 16-19, may also apply in such cases.

12 The ICJ held that the internal organization of the state is a matter for domestic law; see Western Sahara, (Advisory Opinion), ICJ Reports (1975) 12, at 43-44.

13 Patrick M. McFadden, ‘Provincialism in United States Courts’, 81 Cornell Law Review (1995) 4-65 at 44-45 (noting that the ‘black-box theory conceives international law as imposing its obligations only on each state as a whole, and not on any of its constituent organs. It is a matter for each state to determine which of its organs shall execute the nation’s international responsibilities, and each of these organs, consequently, must await an internal signal to operate.’); Ward Ferdinandusse, ‘Out of the Black-box? The International Obligation of State Organs’, 29 Brooklyn Journal of International Law (2005) 45-127.


15 Obviously, the conceptual unity and the multiple practical ties at the domestic level are related. These ties limit, in terms of state practice, the possibility that international law would recognize a more independent status of domestic courts in the international arena.

application of international law is limited and distorted by the predominance of national prejudice in domestic courts and by the fact that few national courts ‘have been able to resist the temptation of modifying doctrine when national passions are aroused’, remains accurate for many courts across the world. Taking also into account divergent economic interests that may lead a court to side with ‘its’ government, one may understand why it has been said that domestic courts should not be allowed to sit in judgment of the state of which they are a part.

In view of the legal and practical unity between courts and the states of which they are an organ, it is not surprising that litigants are often not inclined to litigate in foreign courts and have sought resort in their own courts, or, in the case of investment law, international courts, where they hope to find dispassionate consideration of the requirements of international law. It is equally unsurprising that many observers have looked with suspicion to the prosecution of suspects of the crimes committed under the Khmer Rouge in the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC), to plans of Uganda to try suspects of war crimes in domestic courts rather than sending them to the ICC, or to the wish of some Lebanese parties to keep the Hariri trial in a domestic court.

---

17 Ibid., at 146-147
19 Paulsson, Denial of Justice, supra note 14, at 4. This is also implied by the general principle against self-judging (nemo judex in sua causa); see Bin Cheng, General Principles of Law as Applied by International Courts and Tribunals (Stevens & Sons, London, 1953) at 279-289, 357; Yuval Shany, Regulating Jurisdictional Relations Between National and International Courts (Oxford University Press, 2007) at 87.
22 See on Uganda e.g. Scott Warden, The Justice Dilemma in Uganda, USIP Peace Briefing (February 2008), available at <www.usip.org/pubs/usipeace_briefings/2008/0222_justice_uganda.html> (visited 1 July 2008) (referring to a concern among some interviewed experts ‘as to whether the Ugandan judiciary could remain completely independent in these high-profile cases’).
23 Report of the Secretary General pursuant to paragraph 6 of resolution 1644 (2005), UN Doc. S/2006/176 1644, 21 March 2006, at 5 (stating that ‘by mandating me to help the Lebanese Government to explore the requirements for a tribunal of an international character, the Security
The principle of independence of the judiciary may be part of the solution to this conflict between the need to engage domestic courts in the adjudication of international claims, on the one hand, and the unity of the state, on the other. The principle will be examined in more detail later, but can be defined as a principle that seeks to liberate courts from their domestic environment by protecting them against improper influences from the executive, the legislature and the parties to the dispute before the court. While the principle of independence has had its prime application in a domestic context, it has its own role and aspiration in respect to the domestic application of international law. The principle aims to prevent an accumulation of powers with the political branch in matters involving the application of international law.

By liberating courts from domestic politics, the principle of independence may function as a rule of recognition. It may provide a criterion for distinguishing between domestic judicial decisions that the international legal order can defer to as authoritative settlements of international claims, and those decisions to which it cannot defer because they are too much tied to the domestic legal order. The ICTR reviews the independence of the domestic Rwandan courts in this way in order to determine whether it could entrust them with the task of adjudicating international crimes. Likewise, the ICC will accept (in the sense that it will not review such cases

Council reflected a shared assumption that a purely national tribunal would not be able to effectively fulfil the task of trying those accused of the crime).

24 See infra, text accompanying notes 145 et seq.

25 The UN Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary provide that ‘the judiciary shall decide matters before them impartially, on the basis of facts and in accordance with the law, without any restrictions, improper influences, inducements, pressures, threats or interferences, direct or indirect, from any quarter or for any reason.’ Principle 2 of the Basic Principles, <www.unhchr.ch/html/menu3/b/h_comp50.htm> (visited 1 July 2008). The ECtHR held that independence aims to prevent that the court is influenced by considerations not pertaining to the nature of the case; see Çiraklar v. Turkey, Application No. 70/1997/854/1061, Judgment, 28 October 1998, para. 40.

26 Most general works on judicial independence confine themselves to the domestic level; see e.g. Shimon Shetreet, Judicial Independence — The Contemporary Debate (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Dordrecht, 1985); Peter H. Russell and David M. O’Brien, Judicial Independence in the Age of Democracy. Critical Perspectives from around the World (University Press of Virginia, 2001).

27 The IDI recommended that ‘national courts should be empowered by their domestic legal order to interpret and apply international law with full independence.’ See The Activities of National Judges and the International Relations of their State (Institute of International Law, Milan, 1993).

on the merits) outcomes of domestic criminal proceedings if they are independent and do not shield the defendants. 29 Art. 17(2) of the ICC Statute. Note that shielding is not necessarily limited to persons related to the government. In the situations of Uganda, it may well be that the need to secure a peace agreement provides the government with an interest to ‘shield’ Kony (leader of the Lord’s Resistance Army) by agreeing ex ante on reduced sentences. See ‘Uganda Peace Hinges on Amnesty for Brutality’, NY Times, September 2006.

30 Of particular relevance are the discussions of the complementarity principle in the ICC Statute, see e.g. Jann K. Kleffner, Complementarity in the Rome Statute and National Criminal Jurisdictions (Oxford University Press, 2008, forthcoming).

31 Shany, Regulating Jurisdictional Relations, supra note 19, at 166.

The power of the principle of independence of the domestic judiciary is of great doctrinal significance, related to such fundamental notions as the unity of the state and the separation between the international and the domestic legal order. It is also of much practical relevance. It may tell domestic actors (such as the government of Rwanda in regard to the Munyakazi case) what they should do to make decisions of domestic courts acceptable for international courts, and may tell international courts (such as the ICTR in the Munyakazi case) when they can rely on and defer to domestic judgments.

In legal scholarship the principle of independence has rarely been explored as a rule of recognition. Apart from incidental discussion of particular treaty arrangements, notably the ICC, 30 the most comprehensive recent analysis relevant to the present article is Yuval Shany’s Regulating Jurisdictional Relations between National and International Courts. Shany advances a theory of comity, calling on international courts to defer to domestic courts (and vice versa) and to treat their procedures and decisions with respect. 31 However, the book does not discuss the modalities of independence that would be required before such deference would be justified. The present article adds to Shany’s analysis by exploring the role of independence as a condition for deference.

The aim of this article then is to explore the hypothesis that the principle of independence can function as a rule of recognition in international law. The article does not engage in an empirical analysis of the actual use of the principle of independence as a rule of recognition, though several examples will be given of its use. Rather, it will explore a number of questions that help us understand the potential role of the concept and that are preliminary to empirical analysis. First, I will examine the concept of the rule of recognition in relation to the principle of independence. What do we mean when we say that independence can function as a rule of recognition? The same section will identify some uses of the principle of independence as a rule of recognition in practice. I then will discuss the basis of the possible use of the principle of independence as a rule of recognition. Why may
international institutions be interested in using independence as a basis for decisions on the allocation of tasks to domestic courts and, conversely, why would states and their courts have an interest in providing for such independence? That section will in particular focus on the possible contribution of independence to the effective application of international law. In the following section, I will examine the status of the international obligation to provide for an independent domestic judiciary and evaluate its relevance for the use of the principle of independence as a rule of recognition. Then, I will place the connection between independence and effectiveness in a broader context and argue that, in particular cases, international institutions and other interested actors may give priority to other considerations than independence in determining the authority of domestic courts. Next, I will examine the contents of the principle of independence and discuss from what pressures and limitations domestic courts have to be liberated to enhance the possibility that international institutions defer to their decisions as authoritative settlements of disputes. In the following section, I will discuss the responses at the disposal of international institutions and other interested actors when they find that domestic courts are not sufficiently independent to be relied upon to apply international law. The final section contains some concluding observations.

Independence as a Rule of Recognition

The Concept of Recognition

The term recognition has a variety of meanings in international law. For purposes of the present article, two forms of the rule of recognition are of particular interest. The first of these is concerned with the identification of valid rules, the second with the acceptance of foreign judgments.

First, a rule of recognition is a rule defining which norms are part of a legal order. In international law, Article 38 of the Statute of the ICJ (or rather the rule that underlies this Article, since the latter is only applicable to the ICJ) functions as a rule of recognition and grants the quality of law to, for example, treaties and custom. A rule of recognition may incorporate rules that, as such, are not legally valid in a particular legal order. After incorporation, such rules form part of that

legal order for the particular purposes for which they are incorporated. This holds true for moral norms, but it can also apply to rules of domestic law. When international law, through a rule of reference, incorporates rules of domestic law, such as those relating to nationality, expropriation, corporate law, or the definition of state organs, such rules acquire indirectly the quality of international law. As such, they can be applied by international courts whose powers are limited to the application of international law.

The second form of a rule of recognition that is relevant for the present article can be found in the field of conflict of laws. This concept of recognition sees, in contrast to the first form, specifically to the recognition of judgments. Recognition

34 In positivist theory, the theory of incorporatism allows a legal order to treat moral principles to count as part of a community’s binding law provided that the relevant rule of recognition includes a provision to that effect. See Jules Coleman, ‘Authority and Reason’, in Robert P. George (ed.), The Autonomy of Law: Essays on Legal Positivism (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1996) 287-319 at 287.

35 See e.g. Art. 4 of the Draft Articles of the ILC on Diplomatic Protection, available at <untreaty.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/commentaries/9_8_2006.pdf> (visited 1 July 2008) (‘For the purposes of the diplomatic protection of a natural person, a State of nationality means a State whose nationality that person has acquired, in accordance with the law of that State, by birth, descent, naturalization, succession of States, or in any other manner, not inconsistent with international law.’) See also ASEAN Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investments (1987), Art. 1(1) (available at <www.aseansec.org/12812.htm> (visited 1 July 2008)). See also ibid., Art. 1(2) (The term “company” of a Contracting Party shall mean a corporation, partnership or other business association, incorporated or constituted under the laws in force in the territory of any Contracting Party wherein the place of effective management is situated.”). See also Waguih Elie George Siag and Clorinda Vecchi v. The Arab Republic of Egypt, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/15, Decision on Jurisdiction, 11 April 2007, at para. 143, (available at <ita.law.uvic.ca/documents/Siagv.Egypt.pdf> (last visited 17 April 2008)) (noting that “[i]t is well established that the domestic laws of each Contracting State determine nationality. This has been accepted in ICSID practice.”)

36 Many bilateral investment treaties protect the right of investors against expropriation. The existence of an investment may depend the definition of property rights under the national law of the host state and arbitrators may therefore need to apply national law in order to determine whether there was an investment to expropriate in the first place; see Zachary Douglas, ‘The Hybrid Foundations of Investment Treaty Arbitration’, 74 British Yearbook of International Law (2003) 151-289 at 197-199; Cristoph Schreuer, The Relevance of Public International Law in International Commercial Arbitration: Investment Disputes, at 21, available at <www.univie.ac.at/intlaw/pdf/csunpubpaper_1.pdf> (visited 1 July 2008) (noting that “[t]he protection of property through an investment treaty or general international law is contingent upon the existence and extent of property rights as determined by the applicable domestic law”).


then means that a court of one state accepts a judicial decision of another state so as to prevent the need to re-litigate the claim.\(^{40}\) Although it usually requires a separate action to enforce the foreign judgments, the legal position determined by the foreign judgment is accepted as if it were given by a court of the forum state.

## Recognition of Judgments of Domestic Courts in International Law

The effect of domestic judgments in the international legal order has elements of both definitions of recognition, but is closer to the second (conflict of laws) definition than to the former (sources of international law) definition.

In order to properly understand the possibility of characterizing judgments of domestic courts in terms of a rule of recognition, it is helpful to summarize the traditional legal status of decisions of domestic courts in the international legal order. Despite formidable changes in the transnational nature of the activities of domestic courts,\(^{41}\) international law remains based on the principle of unity of the state. International law addresses the state as a legal person. It leaves the designation of particular entities as state organs, and the allocation of tasks between these organs, to domestic law. Although international law has autonomous principles of attribution (it can qualify, for the purposes of international law, a particular entity as a state organ, even when domestic law does not do so), such principles have no effect on the status of that organ under domestic law.\(^{42}\)

When treaties or general international law charge domestic courts with the task of exercising adjudicative jurisdiction in matters of international law,\(^{43}\) the famous *dédoublement fonctionel*,\(^{44}\) this involves a process of delegation.\(^{45}\) International law

---

\(^{40}\) See general discussion in Peter North & James Fawcett, *Cheshire & North’s Private International Law* (13th edn, Butterworths, London, 1999) at 480 *et seq.* (noting at 488 with respect to recognition under the Lugano Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters (<curia.europa.eu/common/recdoc/convention/en/c-textes/lug-idx.htm>) that “[a] foreign judgment recognized by virtue of article 26 in principle has the same effects in the State in which enforcement is sought as it does in the State in which it was given”).


\(^{43}\) As is implicit in the obligation to prosecute (*supra* note 7); the obligation to provide remedies for human rights violations (*supra* note 6) or the obligation to review and reconsider domestic judgments in cases where the individual rights under the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations were violated; see *Avena and Other Mexican Nationals* (Mexico v. United States of America), ICJ Reports (2004) 40, at para. 143.

\(^{44}\) Georges Scelle, ‘Règles générales du droit de la paix’, 46 *Revue des Cours de l’Académie de La Haye* (1933) 331-703 at 356. See for a discussion of Scelle’s theory: Antonio Cassese, ‘Remarks on Scelle’s
delegates the task of giving effect to international law to states. The state can then delegate, through its domestic legal order, powers to its courts. The power of domestic courts to fulfill a role in the adjudication of international claims, whether or not expressly provided for by international law, remains grounded in a power-conferring rule of domestic law.

The consequence of this dualistic relationship between international and national law is that domestic judgments, in principle, have the same status as municipal laws. They are, in the words of the Permanent Court of International Justice, ‘facts which express the will and constitute the activities of States’. This has obvious consequences for the legal effects of such judgments, both in the processes of law-making and law-determination.

However, the dualistic relationship between international and national law does not mean that decisions of domestic courts cannot acquire legal relevance in international law. International law does not have enough powerful options for the adjudication of all international claims at the international level. Similar to questions on nationality or corporate law, where international law does not contain sufficient rules and has to refer to domestic law, in particular areas of law and in particular

---


45 The term 'delegation' is used to refer to the process of empowerment of states and domestic organs. This process is to be distinguished from the upward process of delegation by states to international institutions; see e.g. See Benedict Kingsbury, Nico Krisch, and Richard B. Stewart, 'The Emergence of Global Administrative Law', 68 Law and Contemporary Problems (2005) 15-61.


48 Case of Certain German Interests in Polish Upper Silesia (Minority Schools) (Germany v. Poland), PCIJ Series A, No. 15 (1928) 54 (stating that ‘from the standpoint of International Law and of the Court which is its organ, municipal laws are merely facts which express the will and constitute the activities of States, in the same manner as do legal decisions or administrative measures’); Prosecutor v. Delalic et al., IT-96-21, Judgment, 20 February 2001, para. 76; Monte Confurco (Seychelles v. France), ITLOS, Judgment, 18 December 2000, para. 72.

49 Thus, in the sphere of formation of customary law, domestic decisions can be relevant to the formation of custom. Large parts of customary law, in particular in the field of jurisdiction and immunities, have been developed precisely in the practice of national courts, but their effect is determined by their status as practice of the state. Robert Jennings and Arthur Watts, Oppenheim’s International Law (9th edn, Longman, London, 1996) at 41; II.A, Statement of Principles Applicable to the Formation of General Customary International Law, principle 9, reproduced in II.A, Report of the Sixty-Ninth Conference (2000); Hersch Lauterpacht, ‘Decisions of National Courts as a Source of International Law’, 10 British Yearbook of International Law (1929) 65-95 at 84.

situations, the proper functioning of international law relies on domestic courts. International law can, for the settlement of a particular international dispute, defer to the authority of domestic courts.

However, in areas where international law defers to domestic judgments law, it cannot do so in a blanket manner. This is similar to the rule of recognition in its sources-of-law form. In regard to nationality, Draft Article 4 of the ILC Draft Articles on Diplomatic Protection defines the state of nationality for the purposes of diplomatic protection of natural persons. While this definition is premised on the principle that it is for the particular state to determine, in accordance with its municipal law, who is to qualify for its nationality; it also reflects that international law imposes limits on the grant of nationality. \[51\] Also the rule of recognition in its conflict of laws manifestation generally makes recognition of foreign judgments dependent on certain conditions, including, for instance, due process. \[52\] Likewise, international law would only accept judgments of domestic courts if certain criteria were satisfied. Independence is an obvious candidate for such a criterion. Though it certainly is not the only such principle, and is part of the wider set of principles now often referred to as ‘able and willing’ that serves to indicate when exactly international law can rely on domestic law, \[53\] there is little doubt that independence, either in itself or in combination with other principles is key to the persuasive power of domestic judgments. \[54\]

Situations in which the Question of Recognition of Domestic Judgments May Arise

The question whether interested actors\[55\] may recognize decisions of domestic courts arises in two main situations: first, when they have to assess the weight of decisions of domestic courts in the determination of a rule of international law; second, in assessing whether they can defer to a domestic settlements of an

\[51\] Commentary to the Draft Articles on Diplomatic Protection, supra note 35, at 31.
\[52\] See e.g. Art. 5 of the Convention of 1 February 1971 on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters, at <hc.e- vision.nl/index_en.php?act=conventions.text&cid=78> (visited 1 July 2008).
\[53\] This is most obvious in the ICC Statute, but the concept similarly underlies the doctrine of the responsibility to protect; See S. M. H. Nouwen, 'The Responsibility to Protect and Efforts to Promote Human Rights in Darfur', 24(65) Merkourios: Utrecht Journal of International and European Law (2007) 58-70 at 65. See infra text to note 157 on the connection between independence and ‘shielding’ and ‘consistency of bringing to justice’.
\[54\] See infra, text accompanying notes 81 et seq.
\[55\] In the majority of domestic cases, there will be no subsequent decision of an international institution. For all practical purposes, it is only when other actors actually have to assess the status and effect of a domestic judgment that the construction of a rule of recognition acquires practical relevance.
individual dispute. These two uses correspond to the two forms of recognition identified earlier: recognition as an indicator of the validity of law and recognition as an acceptance of foreign judgments.

As to the first situation, Article 38(1)(d) of the Statute of the ICJ provides for a rule of recognition in the first meaning identified in the previous section: as a criterion to identify the valid law. This also extends to decisions of domestic courts. Judicial decisions are subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law.\(^{56}\) It is generally accepted that ‘judicial decisions’ include decisions of national courts.\(^{57}\) As the distinctions between the application, interpretation and development of the law are thin, and application will often involve interpretation and in that respect development,\(^{58}\) the qualification of ‘subsidiary’ is somewhat of an understatement.\(^{59}\) Traditionally it has been doubted whether this would hold for domestic courts, in view of the fact that such courts will generally be tied to the national legal system,\(^{60}\) and may have a national rather than international outlook.\(^{61}\) However, there is a widespread practice of national and international courts referring to decisions of national courts\(^{62}\) and apparently considering such decisions as impartial expressions of what these courts believe to be the state of the law.\(^{63}\) In particular, when there is a certain convergence between decisions of domestic courts,\(^{64}\) decisions may obtain a certain authority as to the determination or the interpretation of the law that may

---


63 Jennings, ‘What is International Law’, supra note 57, at 77.

not be explained in terms of customary law or general principles of law. In this respect, decisions of domestic courts are more than facts and help to determine the nature and contents of a rule of international law – provided that they are based on an independent and impartial assessment of the state of the law.

The second situation in which the question of recognition may arise concerns the effect of decisions of domestic courts in individual cases. Here it may be less obvious that a rule of recognition in the sources-of-law meaning would somehow make these part of the international legal order. When a domestic court finds that a foreign state has breached international law, which may occur when that court denies immunity, such a determination has no legal effect in the international legal order and will, as a matter of international law, not be opposable to that foreign state. Likewise, in contrast to decisions of international courts, which are valid in international law because they stem from an international source, orders of domestic courts, such as orders to pay compensation or provide restitution, in principle lack effect in international law.

However, in some respects, decisions of domestic courts may acquire international legal relevance in a way that is comparable to recognition in the conflict of law sense: as acceptance of a judgment in a way that precludes further international litigation and that in some respects is comparable to a judgment given in the international legal order. This holds in particular when domestic courts adjudicate disputes arising out of an international legal relationship existing between the forum state and private persons who possess subjective rights against that state, for instance in international human rights law or refugee law. Their decisions are not only of interest to the domestic legal order in which they are rendered, but also to international law. This is based on essentially two considerations. First, in such cases, courts may adjudicate a claim based at least in part on an international legal standard. Indeed, it may well be argued that they can settle international disputes. Second, the main objection against granting legal effect in international law to a decision of a domestic court against another state is the sovereignty of that state. But this is no barrier to finding any legal effect in the international legal relationship

---


68 Anne Peters, ‘International Dispute Settlement: A Network of Cooperative Duties’, 14 European Journal of International Law (2003) 1-34 at 3 (arguing that what makes a dispute an international dispute, is the substance of the dispute; international disputes thus normally are disputes in which the rivaling claims are based on international law).
between a domestic court and a private individual. In that respect, it may be easier to accept a decision of a domestic court as an authoritative determination of an international law relationship.

Indeed, precisely in those areas where international law regulates rights and duties of individuals, rather than (only) interstate legal relationships, international courts are able to defer to decisions of domestic courts as authoritative settlements of a dispute. This holds true for two types of institution: international criminal courts and international human rights courts. The way in which these courts can recognize domestic decisions is quite different.

The ICC can accept decisions in matters involving crimes against humanity, war crimes, genocide and, once defined, aggression, as long as these have been rendered by an independent court and were part of a process intended to bring a person to justice. In principle, the Court will not exercise jurisdiction, and in that respect leave intact, the outcome of domestic criminal proceedings if a domestic court (or investigatory and prosecutorial authorities) is independent and not controlled by political interests that aim to shield the defendants. With respect to domestic trials of suspects of international crimes in Sudan, it has been said that the notorious subservience of the Sudanese prosecutors and judiciary to the government and military would easily allow the Court to find Sudan unwilling or unable to genuinely investigate or prosecute suspects in the cases that are brought before the ICC. However, if Sudan would make such courts effectively independent from the government, it could preclude the ICC from taking up the case. While other international institutions (e.g., a human rights court) might still review the matter, the ICC itself would not find such a case admissible and the outcome of a domestic court may in that respect be final. The primary right of a domestic court to achieve a final decision is reinforced by Article 20 of the Statute, which precludes the ICC from reopening conviction or acquittals rendered by independent domestic courts if the proceedings were conducted independently and impartially in accordance with the norms of due process recognized by international law and were conducted in a manner which, in the circumstances, was consistent with an intent to bring the person concerned to justice.

The principle of independence has a similar function in the completion strategy of the ICTY and the ICTR. Both courts can refer cases to the domestic level when they determine that the domestic judiciary is sufficiently independent to

---

69 Art. 17(2) of the ICC Statute.


71 Art. 20 of the ICC Statute.
be trusted to do what they would have done. 72 Once a case is referred and the
domestic court indeed proves independent, the Tribunals cannot revoke the
referral 73 and the domestic judgments in principle will be left intact.

The principle of independence may fulfil a somewhat different function in
human rights courts. In contrast to criminal law, where independent domestic
judgments may serve to declare a case inadmissible, in human rights law
independent domestic judgments do not make a claim inadmissible but rather may
lead to deference in the merits stage. When domestic remedies are exhausted and an
international claim is brought in an international court, that international court could
examine the case on the merits. If a claim has already been reviewed in substance by
an independent domestic court, the international court is more likely to defer to
such a judgment. 74

In both constructions (independence as basis of non-admissibility in criminal
law and independence as basis for deference on the merits in human rights law),
domestic judgments do not create a res judicata. 75 International courts will not be
obliged to follow judgments of domestic courts. Such decisions, therefore, may be
subject to (indirect) review by a competent international court, 76 notably in human
rights and criminal courts, but in rare cases also in the ICJ. A decision of a domestic
court holding that an international wrong has been caused, or that no such wrong
has been caused, does not prevent an international court from making a contrary
finding. 77

72 Article 11bis(b) of the ICTY’s Rule of Procedure and Evidence provides that ‘The Referral Bench
may order such referral proprio motu or at the request of the Prosecutor, after having given to the
Prosecutor and, where applicable, the accused, the opportunity to be heard and after being satisfied
that the accused will receive a fair trial’.

73 Article 11bis(f), ICTY Rules of Procedure and Evidence.

74 Yuval Shany, ‘Jurisdictional Competition between National and International Courts: could
International Jurisdiction-Regulating Rules apply?’, 37 Netherlands Yearbook of International Law (2006) 3-56
at 47-53; Shany, Regulating Jurisdictional Relations, supra note 19, at 183 (providing examples of such
deerence in international case-law). Note that the situation may also arise when an international claim
has been reviewed by a domestic court and the decision of the court is subsequently considered in a
separate, unrelated claim by an international court. This was for instance the case in the case of the
Advisory Opinion of the ICJ on Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory, ICJ Reports (2004) 136, which was preceded by a decision of the Israeli Supreme Court,
which discussed partly the same legal questions; Beit Shunik Village Council v. Government of Israel, HCJ
2056/04, ILDC 16 (IL 2004). In this case, though, the ICJ did not refer to the Israeli Supreme Court
discussion; see Shany, Regulating Jurisdictional Relations, supra note 19, at 53

75 Shany, Regulating Jurisdictional Relations, supra note 19, at 159-161

76 Indirect, in the sense that the international case need not involve the same parties or exactly the same
legal basis as the domestic case, but nonetheless may consider or review the relevance of the domestic
case.

77 Cf. Amerasinghe, Local Remedies in International Law, supra note 8, Shany, Regulating Jurisdictional
Relations, supra note 19, at 159-161 (discussing the absence of res judicata of domestic judgments).
Nonetheless, in those situations were international courts do defer to domestic judgments, we can qualify the deference to domestic courts as a process of recognition that resembles the second, conflict-of-law sense that we identified earlier: acceptance of domestic judgments as authoritative settlement of international claims.

Recognizing a judgment of a domestic court as an authoritative settlement of a dispute does not mean that such a decision is legally binding in international law. If a domestic court nullifies an act of government, orders a government to take certain actions to remove a conflict with an international obligation, or provides for a criminal sanction, such decisions derive from domestic law and their legal effects are confined to the domestic legal order. In this respect it cannot be said, as may be the situation in private international law, that a domestic judgment has the same effect in international law as it does in the state in which it was given.

However, the fact that a judgment of a domestic court is not binding in international law does not make it irrelevant. The legally binding nature of a rule is only one form of authority. International institutions may accept the outcome as being in conformity with international law and dispositive for the dispute in question. In that case, the judgment is not binding, but it certainly is more than a 'fact' and becomes part of the larger system of settlement of international disputes.

Independence as a Basis of Effectiveness

Having discussed the general concept of independence as a rule of recognition and having indicated some of the uses of the concept as a rule of recognition, we now can examine the basis of the rule. Why it is that international institutions and states resort to independence as an indicator for the authority of domestic judgments?

78 This is indeed the logical consequence of the 'domestic law as fact' doctrine; see supra note 81; see also Noble Ventures, Inc. v. Romania, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/11, Award, Oct. 12, 2005, available at <ita.law.uvic.ca/documents/Noble.pdf> (visited 1 July 2008), holding that the rule that a breach of a contract by a State does not generally give rise to direct international responsibility on the part of that State, 'derives from the clear distinction between municipal law on the one hand and international law on the other …, two separate legal systems (or orders) the second of which treats the rules contained in the first as facts.'

79 Frederick Schauer, 'Positivism as Pariah' in George (ed.), The Autonomy of Law, supra note 34, 31-55 at 53.

80 See Pierre-Marie Dupuy, 'The Unity of Application of International Law at the Global Level and the Responsibility of Judges', 1-2 European Journal of Legal Studies (2007) 1-23 at 3 (noting that '[i]n a strict sense, international law could only be considered monist with primacy of national laws if it saw them as legal orders. The situation is however ambiguous, given that international law goes beyond the simple fact of national law, and recognises as internationally valid certain situations resulting from the application of national rules', referring to Santulli, Le statut, supra note 39).
A key reason why international institutions may find independence a relevant criterion in assessing the value of domestic judgments is that independence may enhance the prospects of effective application of international law. Independence would guarantee that a court settles a dispute fairly, based on, and in conformity with, (international) law, rather than on, for instance, political pressures.81 Thus, the principle of independence may be able to break with the tradition of nationalistic domestic courts, which have done much to undermine the effectiveness of international law, and may assure relevant actors that domestic courts can be trusted to adjudicate claims in accordance with international law.82

Most discussions of the principle of independence concern its role in the human right to a fair trial. But that is only one dimension of the principle of independence83 and indeed seems too narrow to explain the uses of independence as a basis for allocating authority between international and domestic courts. The two meanings of independence should be distinguished. This can be illustrated by the Security Council’s internationalization of the Hariri tribunal by Resolution 1757 (2007). The Council primarily sought to ensure that suspects are effectively tried, unhampered by political influence.84 The protection of the right to a fair trial in the tribunal’s statute is normatively and legally separated from the ambition to insulate the tribunal from domestic political powers that may protect, for instance, interests of Syria.85 The fact that the aim of effectiveness is not always the same as the aim of a fair trial is also reflected in the ICC Statute. The ICC may take over prosecution

81 Theodor Meron, ‘Judicial Independence and Impartiality in International Criminal Tribunals’, 99 American Journal of International Law (2005) 359-369 at 360 (noting that the most important aspect of judicial independence is that ‘independent courts are the indispensable means of holding a government to its nation’s laws’). See also Peter H. Russell, ‘Towards a General Theory of Judicial Independence’, in Peter H. Russell and David M. O’Brien, Judicial Independence in the Age of Democracy: Critical Perspectives from around the World (University Press of Virginia, 2001) at 10 (noting that the fundamental rationale of the principle of independence is that we can submit disputes ‘to judges whose autonomy or independence gives us reason to believe that they will resolve the issues fairly, according to their understanding of the law, and not out of fear of recrimination or hope or reward’); Ringeisen v. Austria, Application No. 2614/65, ECtHR, Judgment, 16 July 1971, para. 95.

82 Benedetto Conforti (rapporteur), The Activities of National Judges and the International Relations of their State (Institute of International Law, Milan, 1993) at 1: ‘The IDI noted that in order to attain within each State a correct application of international law through its own methods of interpretation within each State, it is appropriate to strengthen the independence of national courts in relation to the Executive.’

83 See for a typology, distinguishing fair trial from effective application of the law, Meron, ‘Judicial Independence’, supra note 81 at 360.

84 Beyond this, independence (and the concept of the rule of law of which it is part) may also contribute to peace and security; see Simon Chesterman, ‘An International Rule of Law?’, 56 American Journal of Comparative Law (2008), available at SSRN: <ssrn.com/abstract=1081738> at 14.

85 Statute of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon, Annex to UNSC S/Res 1757 (2007), Art. 2(3) and (4), 5(2), 9(1), 16(2), 17, 18(2).
when domestic courts are not independent and shield defendants, but the Statue is neutral in regard to the fair trial of defendants. Therefore, if specialised courts of Sudan prosecute persons responsible for atrocities in Darfur and would sentence unrepresented defendants to death after secret trials involving confessions obtained through torture, such trials may be effective in terms of prosecution, and the outcome of such a case will then be left intact by the ICC (though not necessarily by other international (human rights) courts).

Though these two bases of independence are to be distinguished, they may, of course, overlap in the sense that effectiveness of international law generally will extend to the application of human rights standards, including the obligation to provide for a fair trial. In this sense, the 
*Munyakazi* decision is at the same time an example of an international court seeking effectiveness of international standards and of an international court seeking to ensure a fair trial. The point is that the former meaning is broader and need not always overlap with the right to a fair trial.

If international institutions are interested in effectiveness as a basis for furthering effectiveness, this generally will mean effectiveness of international law. However, the example of the Lebanon tribunal indicates that this by no means is necessary. The interest may be confined to effective prosecution under domestic law, even though that conforms to an international expectation.

Due to its potential contribution to effective application of the law, the principle of independence is key to the rule of law. In its minimal form, as government limited by law, the rule of law requires that the law is applied and effective – in particular against the state. Judicial independence is part and parcel of this definition of the rule of law. This holds true in any case for the domestic level. Arguably, the distinct nature of the international legal order implies that the rule of law at the international level does not depend to the same extent on the presence of an international judiciary. However, even if one accepts that an independent judiciary is not a necessary condition for an international rule of law, it is a sound premise that independent courts help to further the international rule of law.

---

86 Art. 17(2)(c) of the ICC Statute. Note that while the requirement of independence is separated here from the shielding of a suspect, the distinction between these concepts is thin. In cases of shielding by a judicial proceedings, that proceedings will not be independent also; see infra text to note 157.
87 Heller, 'The Shadow Side', *supra* note 70, at 255.
88 *Supra* note 1.
90 *Ibid*, at 124.
Moreover, because independent courts remain relatively scarce at international level, independent domestic courts that can enforce international law against ‘its’ government could contribute to the rule of law at the international level.93

The assumption that judicial independence furthers effectiveness is subject to one major caveat. The effective application of international law to the facts by domestic courts does not necessarily lead to effectiveness ‘on the ground’. It is commonly thought that independence leads to effectiveness because effectiveness makes judicial judgments more acceptable for the parties, who may therefore be more willing to act in accordance with the judgment.94 However, in the type of cases with which we are concerned here, often implicating the government, the assumption that effectiveness vis-à-vis the government would induce compliance may be open to doubt. The large number of cases in which the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) found Russia to be in breach of the Convention because of the failure of the executive to comply with domestic judgments illustrates that independence of courts only leads to effectiveness in practice if the government is willing to comply with the judgments.95 Overzealous exercise of independent powers may not necessarily result in decisions that are effective. Indeed, courts that care about the effect of their rulings may prefer to exercise their independent powers moderately because that is the (implicit condition) upon which they have been granted those powers.96 An independent judiciary may be less effective in terms of its ability to compel the executive to act when it adopts a doctrine that is too restrictive.97


94 Shetreet, Judicial Independence, supra note 26, at 590-591.


96 See Benvenisti, ‘Judges and Foreign Affairs’, supra note 93, at 3 (noting that ‘judicial independence in general and the power of judicial review in particular are thus two components of a “deal” between the court and the other branches of government.’)

The fact that international institutions may be more willing to accept domestic judgments as authoritative if they have been rendered by independent courts helps to explain why states are actually providing for such independence. The rule of recognition may exert a compliance pull on states by inducing them to provide, and rewarding them for providing, for independence.\(^{98}\) From the perspective of states, granting a court independence displays commitment and can persuade international institutions to accept judgments of that court as authoritative.\(^{99}\)

This persuasive power of independence has commonly been applied in horizontal relations between states, and in relation to other actors, such as corporations. It is then thought that respecting judicial independence (even though it may require a state to sacrifice some policy freedom that is brought by unfettered discretion in foreign affairs) makes the state a more attractive and reliable partner. In particular in those cases where no effective international mechanisms are in place to hold states to their promises, judicial independence may allow governments to make credible commitments towards other states and expect to receive commitment in turn.\(^{100}\) If a state can demonstrate that their policies and laws are scrutinized by independent courts, interested actors would have more reason to find the promises of that state credible and may be more willing to enter into treaties, contracts for

---


\(^{99}\) Alternative explanatory factors may exist. A cynical explanation may be that independent judicial review may allow governments to deflect blame for unpopular policies onto the courts; see Matthew C. Stephenson, ‘Court of Public Opinion: Government Accountability and Judicial Independence’, 20 Journal of Law, Economics and Organization (2004) 379-399. For instance, a state allowing its courts to prosecute a domestically popular rebel leader could say it were the courts that pursued prosecution. This may have been the strategy of the Sierra Leone government to support the Sierra Leone Tribunal with a view to deflection of blame to the UN and the SCSL. However, while this factor may in particular cases play a role, it is unlikely to provide a primary explanation. It rests on assumptions on public awareness and knowledge on the role of courts in matters of international law that seem speculative (ibid. at 394). Alternatively, the population may accept that international law is different and that full independence in the application of international law is beyond what is possible. Compare Jessica Conser, ‘Achievement of Judicial Effectiveness through Limits on Judicial Independence: A Comparative Approach’, 31 North Carolina Journal of International and Commercial Regulation (2005) 255-335 (discussing effects of lack of independence in Japan on citizens perceptions).

foreign investments or treaties, or other arrangements, and they may be more inclined to make similar promises to that state.

In the horizontal setting this argument suffers from certain problems. The powers of domestic courts to apply international law are highly uneven throughout the world. Limitations by doctrines such as transformation, direct effect or political questions make the lack of independence a relatively marginal problem and make any reliance on an assumption that independent courts of the other states would guarantee compliance uncertain. They place states in a prisoner’s dilemma and it is not obvious that unilaterally granting the courts independence leads to an optimal outcome for the forum state. Indeed, the reverse may well be true: the fact that there is little certainty that partners allow independent judicial review makes it an unattractive option for states to do so. This explains the virtual absence of domestic judicial review of government policy in WTO matters.

The persuasive power of independence may have a distinct role, however, in the vertical relations between states and international institutions. This relationship is less governed by reciprocity and states (and their courts) are less likely to find themselves in a prisoner’s dilemma. Independence may persuade international institutions to defer to domestic decisions and accept them as authoritative settlements of disputes. In criminal law, a state that grants its courts independence gains some control over domestic criminal justice as it may prevent ‘intervention’ by international criminal courts. In human rights law and in cases involving foreign nationals, judicial independence protects states’ control over adjudication by forcing claimants to exhaust local remedies, thereby minimizing the risk that the state will be

---


103 Benvenisti, ‘Judicial Misgivings’ supra note 18, at 175 (noting that if national courts could have been assured that courts in other jurisdictions would similarly enforce international law, they would have been more willing to cooperate, but that ‘in the current status of international politics, such cooperation is difficult to achieve, and rational judges act like the prisoner who cannot be sure that his or her fellow prisoner will cooperate’).


engaged in international claims. Where international claims are made, for instance before international human rights courts, independence may induce international courts to defer to — and, in the terminology explained earlier, accept and recognize — judgments of domestic courts.

While these considerations may be relevant primarily for states making strategic choices with regard to the independence of courts, they may also be employed by courts themselves. Within the scope left by domestic law, a domestic court can choose to restrict independent review, for instance by resorting to the judicial doctrine of non-justiciability, or to maximize it, for instance through the doctrine of legitimate expectations, effectively grabbing power from the political branches.

An independent role of domestic courts vis-à-vis the political branches may be helped by the empowering effect of international law. Domestic courts can use international law as ‘higher law’ to strengthen their power and engage in judicial

106 This also underlies the local remedies rule, see e.g. Amerasinghe, Local Remedies in International Law, supra note 8, at 63.
107 See supra, text accompanying notes 32-40 and 55-80.
108 It is noteworthy that the Bangalore Principles on Judicial Conduct focus on the conduct of the courts rather than the state, and postulate that ‘A judge shall therefore uphold and exemplify judicial independence in both its individual and institutional aspects.’ The Bangalore Principles of Judicial Conduct, E/CN.4/2003/65 (25 November 2002) Annex at 18; Value I at 20.
109 This holds for the doctrine of non-justiciability, for instance, as applied in the UK. On the basis of a judge-made doctrine, the courts have held that ‘in the context of a situation with serious implications for the conduct of international relations, the courts should act with a high degree of circumspection in the interests of all concerned. It can rarely, if ever, be for judges to intervene where diplomats fear to tread’, see House of Lords, R. v. Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, ex parte Pirbhai, 107 ILR 462 (1985) 479, per Sir John Donaldson MR. Arguably, the same holds for the doctrine of self-executing treaties in the United States; when ‘[treaty] stipulations are not self–executing they can only be enforced pursuant to legislation to carry them into effect.’ Whitney v. Robertson, 124 U. S. 190, 194 (1888).
110 As in the decision of the Australian High Court in Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs v. Teoh, (1995) 183 CLR 273. A narrower approach was taken in Re Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs, Ex parte Lam, (2003) 214 CLR 1, ILDC 203 (AU 2003) (holding that “If a doctrine of “legitimate expectation” was to remain part of Australian law, it would be better if it were applied only in cases in which there is an actual expectation, or that at the very least a reasonable inference that the person concerned could reasonably have believed and expected that certain procedures would be followed’ (para. 145)).
112 Domestic decisions that expressly recognize the effect of the international principle of supremacy at domestic level are rare. See for an exception: Judgment of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Latvia on a request for constitutional review, ILDC 189 (LV 2004). The court had to consider whether the Latvian Code of Administrative Penalties is compatible with the International Convention on Facilitation of International Maritime Traffic, which provides that states shall not impose any penalty upon ship—
review in cases where there used to be discretion. Thereby, they also may help convince international courts to defer to domestic courts.

Conversely, domestic courts that lean too much to the side of the government may fail to convince an international court to defer to their judgments. For example, it has been said that the Dutch Council of State would, in a case concerning migration law, be too ‘governmental’. If a migration law case in which a Dutch court would have sided with the government in a way that raises suspicions of lack of independence would come before the ECtHR, the Court might decline to give any weight to the judgment of the domestic court. It may find the Netherlands in violation of Article 6 of the ECHR. If no Article 6 claims have been made, the

owners if their passengers possess inadequate control documents. The Court derived from Latvia’s obligations under the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT), in particular the obligation to perform treaties in good faith that in a case of contradiction between rules of international law and national legislation, the provisions of international law must be applied and proceeded to set aside the domestic law. See also a Belgian case that relied on the general principle of the supremacy of international law: ING België v B I, Appeal Judgment, Nr C.05.0154.N; ILDC 1025 (BE 2007).

It should be added that in particular cases it may be the executive rather than the courts that takes an interest in effective treaty application. Independence of a court vis-à-vis the executive may then curtail the power of the executive to implement the treaty and would thus limit, rather than further, effectiveness. This is what happened in the Medellín case, where the US Supreme Court took an independent stand against the executive branch, and held that it could not give effect to the order of President Bush who had directed state courts to implement the ICJ’s Avena Judgment. Medellín v. Texas, Appeal Judgment, No 06–984; 552 US ___ (2008); ILDC 947 (US 2008), 25 March 2008. In 2005, President Bush had issued a Memorandum to the US Attorney General, providing: I have determined, pursuant to the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United States of America, that the United States will discharge its international obligations under the decision of the International Court of Justice in [Avena], by having State courts give effect to the decision in accordance with general principles of comity in cases filed by the 51 Mexican nationals addressed in that decision.’ (ibid. at para. 15). The Court found that ‘The President lacked authority to order state courts to comply with the ICJ’s judgment; ibid. paras 77-78.


Court need not make a finding on the lack of independence of the domestic court, but simply on the merits find a breach of the Convention that domestic courts have not been able to correct.116 Also in this case, it can be said that the domestic court did not exploit the possibility to convince the ECtHR to defer to its judgments.

Independence as an Obligation

The degree to which states choose to grant independence to their courts is not only a function of strategic considerations to maintain control. It also will be influenced by the existence of international obligations to secure independent courts. This section examines the scope of such an obligation and its possible contribution to the allocation of power between international and domestic courts.

International law contains a variety of obligations aiming to secure independence of domestic courts,117 in particular in human rights law118 and in the principle of denial of justice.119 The status of the principle of independence beyond human rights law and the principle of denial of justice is somewhat uncertain. It may be said that independence of the judiciary is a general principle of law120 or perhaps a principle of customary law, as all major legal systems, and perhaps all states, appear to formally embrace the principle. However, even accepting the independence of the judiciary as a principle of general international law, despite the very imperfect application of this principle in practice,121 it seems most doubtful that this applies in full to the domestic judicial application of international law. There is a

116 It was only when an asylum seeker lodged an application directly with the ECtHR, without exhausting remedies in the Council of State, that the Court could determine that the remedies in the Council of State could not be considered as effective and need not be exhausted Salah Sheekh v. the Netherlands, Application No. 1984/04, Judgment, 11 January 2007, paras 123-126.
118 Art. 14 of the ICCPR. See for discussion e.g. Manfred Nowak, UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights: CCPR Commentary (2nd edn, Engel, Khel am Rhein, 2005) at 237; Nihal Jayawickrama, The Judicial Application of Human Rights Law (Cambridge University Press, 2002) at 516. In the European system independence is protected by Art. 6(1) of the ECHR. See for the interpretation of the requirement by the ECtHR e.g. Campbell and Fell v. United Kingdom, Application No. 7819/77 and 7878/77, Judgment, 28 June 1984, para. 78.
119 Paulsson, Denial of Justice, supra note 14, chap. 6.
120 Constitutional Court of Serbia, Constitutional Review of certain amendments to the Serbian Law on Judges Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, ILDC 31 (YU 2003) (holding that provisions of a domestic statute that lowered the achieved level of autonomy and independence of the courts and judges ‘is in violation of the generally accepted principle of international law proclaimed in the European Charter on the Statute for Judges adopted in Strasbourg between 8 and 10 July 1998’)
widespread practice of limitations of judicial independence in regard of domestic law. International law cannot ignore this practice.

The Institut de droit international recommended that ‘[n]ational courts should be empowered by their domestic legal order to interpret and apply international law with full independence.’ However, practice appears too inconsistent to support such a principle as it applies to international law. It remains a cornerstone of international law that states have the right to determine their own internal organization. To be sure, the lack of an independent judiciary may have a variety of political and also legal consequences (in terms or their acceptance or non-acceptance by international courts), and several international institutions, including the UN, notably through the UN Special Rapporteur on Judicial Independence, as well as regional organizations such as the Council of Europe, seek to strengthen the independence of the judiciary. Yet, it does not seem that the absence of an independent judiciary in itself constitutes an internationally wrongful act. Thus, outside the sphere of human rights law or other international obligations covering the issue, the practice of so-called executive certificates, the reliance on interpretation by the executive and the political questions doctrine as such are not prohibited under international law.

Where obligations to provide for an independent judiciary do exist, notably thus in human rights law and as the principle of the denial of justice, they may provide a firmer basis for decisions on the (non-)recognition of domestic decisions or on the (non-)allocation of cases to the domestic level. They may create additional incentives for states to provide for independence and may convince international courts. They also may provide a stronger basis for international courts to use independence as a criterion for allocation and deference.

The relevance of such obligations for present purposes is limited, however, in three respects. First, the obligations to provide for independent courts by no means apply to all situations where domestic courts are called upon to apply international law. Human rights obligations are confined to civil and criminal cases or ‘suits at law’. While the scope of this clause has been extended to cover also claims

---

122 See below the discussion on ‘politics’ in the chapter on the contents of the principle of interpretation.
pertaining to public or administrative law, and, moreover, applies to large parts of human rights law itself, there will remain many situations where domestic courts are called upon to give effect to a rule of international law, and where questions of independence falling outside the scope of international human rights law may arise.

It is of interest to note, though, that although the principle of independence as a principle of human rights law does not expressly apply to international law, it does cover particular strategies to leave the application or interpretation of international law to the political branches. In *Beaumartin v. France*, the ECtHR held that the practice of French courts, when called upon to interpret a treaty, to refer a preliminary question on the interpretation of that treaty to the minister, violated Article 6 of the European Convention as the case was not heard by an ‘independent tribunal with full jurisdiction.’ The *Conseil d’État* thereupon discontinued this practice and now interprets international agreements itself; while it still may seek the opinion of the executive, it does not regard itself as bound by it. When the French courts continued to refer cases where the reciprocity clause under Article 55 of the French Constitution was concerned, the ECtHR held in *Chevrol v. France* that this practice was in violation of Article 6 as well, as it deprived the courts of the power to examine and take into account factual evidence that could have been crucial for the resolution of the dispute before them. These judgments show that the obligation to provide for independent courts as part of human rights law may support the independence of courts in regard to the application of rules of international law other than human rights treaties themselves.

---


127 Article 13 of the ECHR provides for the right to an effective remedy against violations of the Convention, and the Court has held that violations of Article 13 are absorbed by Article 6. Ovey & White, *Jacobs and White’s*, supra note 126, at 467-468. The same will apply under Article 2(3) of the ICCPR; see Human Rights Committee, General Comment 31, the Nature of the General Legal Obligation Imposed on State Parties to the Covenant, para. 15, available at <www.unhchr.ch/tbs/doc.nsf/(Symbol)/CCPR.C.21.Rev.1.Add.13.En?Opendocument>. Indeed, the Special Rapporteur of the UN on the independence of the judiciary has consistently maintained that the principle of impendence underlies the application of human rights law as a whole.

128 *Beaumartin v. France*, Application No. 15287/89, Judgment, 24 November 1994, para. 38; *Chevrol v. France*, Application No. 49636/99, Judgment, 13 February 2003, para. 83. The Court found in para. 82 that in a judgment of 9 April 1999, the Conseil d’État had held that it was not its task to assess whether Algeria had implemented the 1962 Government Declaration or to draw its own inferences in the event that the declaration had not been applied; it based its decision solely on the opinion of the Minister for Foreign Affairs and that, ‘[i]n so doing, the Conseil d’État considered itself to be bound by the opinion, thereby voluntarily depriving itself of the power to examine and take into account factual evidence that could have been crucial for the practical resolution of the dispute before it’.
The human rights obligation to provide for judicial independence also may cover other judicial strategies to leave the determination or application of international obligations to political branches may be covered by. Where there exist unclear distinctions between the courts and the executive this may violate the principle of (objective) impartiality, and may be seen as a bias of the court vis-à-vis the government as a party to the dispute.\(^{130}\) In Rogerson \textit{v. Australia}, the Human Rights Committee (HRC) held that impartiality of the court implies that judges must not harbour preconceptions about the matter before them, and they must not act in ways that promote the interests of one of the parties.\(^{131}\) In particular cases, a decision of a court to leave remedies to the political branches may violate the right to a remedy.\(^{132}\) Application of treaty obligation \textit{vis-à-vis} private individuals also may be subject to the principle of non-discrimination.\(^{133}\)

Second, even where international obligations to provide for an independent judiciary are applicable, at best they create a presumption that a domestic court can be relied upon. In the \textit{Munyakazi} decision, the ICTR noted that Rwanda had accepted international obligations guaranteeing the right to be tried before an independent tribunal, but nonetheless found 'sufficient guarantees against outside pressures' to be lacking in Rwanda.\(^{134}\)

Third, as indicated above, the basis of the obligation to provide for a fair trial is different from the use of independence as a criterion to allocate power between international and domestic courts. The (non-)recognition of a domestic judgments is not based on the obligatory nature of independence, but rather on its potential

\(^{130}\) The HRC held in Bahamonde \textit{v. Equatorial Guinea} that 'a situation where the functions and competences of the judiciary and the executive are not clearly distinguishable or where the latter is able to control or direct the former is incompatible with the notion of an independent and impartial tribunal within the meaning of article 14, paragraph 1, of the Covenant.' (468/1991), ICCPR, A/49/40 vol. II (20 October 1993) 183 (CCPR/C/49/D/468/1991) at para. 9.4.


\(^{132}\) But see Auerbach \textit{v. Netherlands}, Application No. 45600/99, Admissibility Decision, 29 January 2002, in which the applicant argued that the Dutch Supreme Court finding a violation of Art. 14 of the ECHR but only referring to the legislator the task of laying down new rules did not constitute an effective remedy. The Court accepted that in the specific circumstances of the case, 'and bearing in mind that the Court itself has held in various cases that a finding of a violation in itself constituted adequate just satisfaction under Article 41 of the Convention for any non-pecuniary damages suffered, … the Supreme Court’s finding of a violation of the applicant’s rights under Article 14 of the Convention in conjunction with the cost orders issued in the applicant’s favour, and its instruction to the legislator to enact new legislation which has in fact occurred, may be regarded as adequate redress'.

\(^{133}\) The HRC has suggested that if a treaty created individual entitlements, by virtue of Article 26 of the ICCPR such entitlements have to be applied without discrimination. \textit{O’Neill and Quinn v. Ireland} (1314/04) (CCPR/C/87/D/1314/2004 (2006); 14 IHRR 55 (2007)) para. 8.4.

\(^{134}\) See note 1.
contribution to effectiveness. Moreover, (non-)recognition does not involve a determination of the conformity of a particular judicial proceeding with an international obligation. If the ICC determines that a domestic court has not prosecuted a suspect in an independent manner that did not shield the suspect, this does not say anything about whether that trial was in conformity with the obligations of the forum state.

Balancing Independence with Other Interests

The hypothesis underlying this article that the principle of independence can function as a rule of recognition in international law, based on the contribution of independence to effectiveness of the law, is vulnerable in one major aspect. Effectiveness of international law obviously never has been an absolute value for states, but all too often has been traded for other interests. This is bound to affect the use of the principle of independence as a basis for allocating adjudicative power.

In particular cases, international institutions and other interested actors may balance the (instrumental) value of independence against other interests and find limitations of independence a price that is worth paying. A case in point is the trial of Saddam Hussein. Though the court that tried Hussein could not be qualified, according to many assessments, as an independent court, his trial by an Iraqi court could have served an interest in itself, which, for relevant actors, might have outweighed problems of independence. Of course, relevant actors are unlikely to acknowledge such a trade off expressly — despite much evidence to the contrary, the United States maintained that the trial was conducted by an independent court. A possible other example is the use of gacaca courts in Rwanda, where it

---

135 See e.g. Miranda Sissons and Ari S. Bassin, ‘Was the Dujail Trial Fair?’, 5 Journal of International Criminal Justice (2007) 272-286 at 276 (noting that The Higher National De-Ba’athification Commission has repeatedly intervened in the Tribunal’s judicial assignments and removals’ and highlighting several incidents of political pressure).

136 Foreign Secretary Margaret Beckett of the United Kingdom said that ‘It is right that those accused of such crimes against the Iraqi people should face Iraqi justice’, Government hails Saddam verdict’, at <news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/6118134.stm> (visited 1 July 2008).

137 It should of course be noted that criticism was widespread and it is impossible to say that the international community would have accepted the trial and the outcome as satisfying international standards; both the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights and the UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions called for improvements of the Iraqi justice system; see ‘UN human rights expert deplores Saddam’s trial and execution; calls for legal overhaul’ at <www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=21155&Cr=iraq&Crl> (visited 1 July 2008).

138 ‘Verdict shows Iraq progress, says US’ at <www.news.com.au/story/0,23599,20707850-1702,00.html> (visited on 1 July 2008) (citing White House spokesman Tony Snow as saying on NBC television ‘You now have absolute proof that you’ve got an independent judiciary in Iraq’).
may be doubted whether these give effective application to international legal standards, but that by and large seems acceptable to international community.\textsuperscript{139}

It also is to be considered that all too often there is no real alternative other than relying on the domestic level. If domestic proceedings are disqualified because of a lack of independence, an international court will have to do what it believes the domestic court should have done. But international courts will not have enough capacity and, moreover, are rarely able to produce the effects that will resonate in domestic society.\textsuperscript{140} It may, for instance, be questioned whether the domestic courts to which the ICTY has referred cases as part of its completion strategy in all cases were fully independent and able to complete the trials in a similar manner as the ICTY would have done.\textsuperscript{141} But even if there would be shortcomings, these would have to be balanced against, first, the fact that the domestic courts could provide benefits that the ICTY could not and, second, that the ICTY for sheer reasons of capacity could not have conducted these trials. The value of domestic proceedings thus may outweigh the value of full independence.

Trading the interest of full effectiveness of the law against other interests can clash, of course, with the other dimension of independence: independence as a core element of the human right to a fair trial. The latter is sometimes seen as an absolute right.\textsuperscript{142} That probably means that to the extent that a particular pressure exerted against the courts is been qualified as being in conflict with the principle of independence, human rights treaties do not allow for the exceptions that may apply to some other human rights.\textsuperscript{143} However, for the actors that make decisions or accept decisions in such cases of the Saddam Hussein trial or the gacaca court—and perhaps the same applies to the ECCC in Cambodia\textsuperscript{144}—independence is an interest that can be traded, and independence as a component of the right to a fair trial and
need not always be a driving force behind a decision to allocate judicial power to a domestic court.

Contents of the Principle of Independence

Until now, we have talked about independence in a rather loose way, as a principle that protects courts from outside pressures. In order to identify the potential role of the principle of independence as a rule of recognition, and to make it subject to empirical research, we need to identify its contents more precisely. What exactly should courts be protected from in order to make their judgments acceptable from the perspective of international law? The question is not easily answered. International law has not defined independence in specific terms. The UN Basic Principles state that ‘the judiciary shall decide matters before them impartially, on the basis of facts and in accordance with the law, without any restrictions, improper influences, inducements, pressures, threats or interferences, direct or indirect, from any quarter or for any reason.’ The definition does not indicate from whom such influences might come, nor their nature. Also the ICCPR and the three regional human rights conventions do not define the concept in specific terms. While the hard core of the concept may be uncontroversial (it would for instance cover instructions by political branches, or termination of terms of office on political grounds), beyond this much is unclear and will depend on case-by-case determinations.

The open-textured nature of the principle of independence, in particular in relation to the application of international law, is in part due to the fact that the domestic political, legal and cultural limitations on the power of courts to apply international law will vary. International law cannot but take these variations into account. This does not mean that the principle of independence, in general or in its manifestation of a rule of recognition, does not exist, but it does mean that international actors making assessments of the degree of independence that

---

145 It should also be noted that the definition of independence for the purposes of the rule of recognition need not correspond exactly with the definitions of the human rights instruments, even though these may provide a useful starting point. Also for the ICC’s decisions on complementarity human rights law may be a point of reference; see e.g. the frequent references to human rights case law in the ‘Informal expert paper: The principle of complementarity in practice’, available at <www.icc-cpi.int/library/organs/otp/complementarity.pdf> (visited 1 July 2008).

146 UN Basic Principles, supra note 25, principle 2.

147 On instructions from government, see Bülbül v. Turkey, Application No. 47297/99, ECtHR, Judgment, 22 May 2007, para. 23.

international institutions expect of a domestic court need to take into account the legal and political context in which the court operates. Thus, the flexibility of the principle of independence is also underscored by the decision of the ICTR in the Munyakazi decision—does the fact that the Government did not cooperate with the ICTR necessarily indicate that it would have interfered with a domestic trial—and by the different viewpoints on the independence of the Iraqi court that tried Saddam Hussein.

As a result of its somewhat undefined nature, the principle of independence may overlap with a number of related, yet distinct concepts. For instance, the line between independence and impartiality (requiring that courts and judges be unbiased) is thin. A court systematically siding with the government in the denial of refugee claims may be said to be biased and therefore not impartial, but may also be said to be subject to direct or indirect pressures from the community from which it stems. The ECtHR often examines the principles of independence and objective impartiality together and we can consider the latter as a subset of independence.

The line between independence and the ‘right to a court’ is thin as well. The ECtHR has examined situations where the executive blocks the implementation of a judgment of a court in terms of the principle of right to court. In other cases, the Court brought this under the principle of legal certainty. However, one could say that independence requires that a court may assume that its judgments will be given effect. In that respect problems of legality can be subsumed under independence.
In international criminal law, the concept of independence is closely related to the notion of 'shielding'. Under the ICC Statute, the Court shall determine that a case is admissible when the national decision was made for the purpose of shielding the person concerned from criminal responsibility, the proceedings were not conducted independently and impartially, and they were, or are being, conducted in a manner which, in the circumstances, is inconsistent with an intent to bring the person concerned to justice. But the concept of independence and shielding can overlap. A political decision that seeks to influence the court by shielding a perpetrator also results in a lack of independence of that court.

Independence is therefore a flexible concept. In seeking to understand the role of independence in making decisions of domestic courts acceptable in, or relevant to, the international legal order, independence should be considered together with adjacent principles. However, the very fact that independence overlaps with each of these other concepts shows that independence indeed is a core concept in the explanation of the allocation between international and domestic courts.

This section will examine the contents of the principle by distinguishing three dimensions to the independence of domestic courts: independence from domestic politics, independence from limitations determined by domestic law and independence from domestic values.

Politics

The core of the concept of independence of the domestic judiciary is that courts should be free from pressures from the political branches of the state. This holds both for pressure from the executive branch, from the legislative branch and from the parties (in the type of cases that we are concerned, these often also will be

157 Art. 17 of the ICC Statute.
158 Ringiesen v. Austria, supra note 81, para. 95; see also Van der Hark v. Netherlands, supra note 156, para. 54 (holding that the power of the Crown of the Netherlands (part of the government) to deprive the judgements of the Industrial Appeal Tribunal, an administrative tribunal, of its effect to the detriment of an individual party, was incompatible with the principle of independence). See also HRC, Bahamonde v. Equatorial Guinea (468/91) (considering that 'a situation where the functions and competences of the judiciary and the executive are not clearly distinguishable or where the latter is able to control or direct the former is incompatible with the notion of an independent and impartial tribunal within the meaning of article 14, paragraph 1, of the Covenant').
159 Assanidze v. Georgia, supra note 155, para. 129 (holding that 'the rule of law and the notion of fair trial enshrined in Article 6 of the Convention preclude any interference by the legislature with the administration of justice designed to influence the judicial determination of the dispute').
the state or the executive). As such, the principle is closely related to the principle of the separation of powers.

The requirement of independence from domestic political branches as a condition for allocation of adjudicative power or deference sets a high threshold. Judicial independence from politics remains weak throughout the world. The already abundant political threats to independence in domestic situations are multiplied with regard to international law. The horizontal structure of the international legal system and the resulting political dimensions of international law limit the possibility, and perhaps the desirability, of full independence. It has been said that international tribunals should not be separated entirely from the political interests underlying them as this would undermine effectiveness. Posner and Yoo argue that 'states will be reluctant to use international tribunals unless they have control over the judges' and that 'independence prevents international tribunals from being effective'.

Moving international law into the domestic arena can only partly neutralize the political nature of international law. The general principle that courts tend to exercise their powers subject to the general limit of mutual respect between branches of government applies a fortiori to international law. Powers of judicial review that the judiciary normally may possess against the political branches often do not to a full extent cover international law. Judicial powers may be limited by the doctrine that the state should speak with one voice (that is: the voice of

---

160 Ringsen v. Austria, supra note 81, para. 95.
162 Paulsson, 'Enclaves of Justice', supra note 121. See also various chapters in Russell and O'Brien, Judicial Independence in the Age of Democracy, supra note 26. In the United States, Supreme Court justice Sandra Day O'Connor said that judicial independence was under the most serious threat in her lifetime, cited in W. H. Pryor Jr., 'Not so serious Threats to Judicial Independence', 93 Virginia Law Review (2007) 1759-1783.
164 Posner and Yoo, 'Judicial Independence', supra note 97.
165 Shetreet, Judicial Independence, supra note 26, at 635; Conser, 'Achievement of Judicial Effectiveness', supra note 99, at 344 (noting that 'a lack of complete judicial independence is tolerable and even desirable in every judicial system')
government); by the political questions doctrine, which may preclude the courts from examining whether the executive acts in accordance with international law; by the principle that the interpretation of treaties is a matter for the executive rather than for the courts; and by the doctrine of direct effect, which often curtails the judicial application of international law to protect the political branches.

The limitations of judicial independence in the application of international law have partly been undermined by the intertwining of international with domestic law. A major premise of the traditionally restrained role of domestic courts with respect to international law was the disconnection between domestic politics and world politics. This assumption has lost some of its force. Courts of many states will consider a routine criminal case involving the application of Article 6 of the ECHR not as a case touching on the external affairs of a state (performance of a treaty obligation vis-à-vis other states). What applies for Article 6 may apply for other parts of international law, including, for instance, environmental law. It is noteworthy that also with regard to counter-terrorism, courts of several states have been able to take an independent stand against the executive. To the extent that the application of international law becomes intertwined with the application of domestic law, and judicial independence in the application of domestic law is accepted as the normal course of events, there may be no need for an additional justification for independence in the application of that particular rule of international law.

168 IDI, *supra* note 27, at 331.
171 See Slaughter, ‘A Typology’, *supra* note 41, at 103-6. As Karen Knop has noted, the transjudicial dialogue on human rights has blurred the distinction between comparative constitutional law and
Nonetheless, it is easy to overestimate the degree to which, on a worldwide scale, international law has indeed become intertwined with domestic law. In many areas, most notably the law of armed conflict, the application of international law retains its ‘high politics’ nature, and courts may be inclined to step back and leave the matter for the executive.\textsuperscript{176} In regard to many areas of international law, courts continue to be faced by the barriers identified above. International law cannot neglect that practice and cannot (and does not) require independence from politics in absolute terms.\textsuperscript{177}

This has two main consequences. First, if domestic courts are to play a larger role in the settlement of international disputes, a role accepted by international institutions and other interested actors, their independence from domestic politics should be strengthened. It may be that the wide variety of rule-of-law programmes that seek to strengthen the independence of courts in domestic matters have been insufficiently focussed on these international aspects of judicial independence. Second, where independence from politics is not perfect, international institutions face difficult choices: should they hold domestic courts to strict (perhaps unrealistic) standards of independence, with the result that few cases will be left to the domestic level, or should they employ more flexible standards so that the role of domestic courts in settlement of international disputes may be enhanced?

Law

The possibility that, in some cases, international institutions will accept as authoritative a judgment of a domestic court in a matter over which also an


international court could exercise jurisdiction would seem to be greater if the domestic court would rule on the same or a comparable legal claim. In at least some cases, this will mean that the domestic court has to be competent to apply (and actually does) apply the rule of international law that was invoked by the plaintiff, if not in form, then in substance. Indeed, it is when domestic courts apply such law, directly or indirectly, that they could be said to be engaged in the settlement of international claims, and performing acts comparable to an international court. This situation may be comparable in criminal law. The Referral Branch of the ICTY examines whether the national applicable law would permit the prosecution and trial of the accused for offences of the type for which he is charged before the ICTY.

The power of domestic courts to apply rules of international law, and thus to adjudicate a claim that is comparable to a claim that could be adjudicated by an international court, is limited in all states in the world. This certainly holds true for ‘dualistic’ states that do not legislate a particular treaty into domestic law. States may also limit the powers of courts, thus protecting the power of political branches, by denying direct effect, either by negotiating a treaty in such terms that court will not grant direct effect or by a subsequent declaration or reservation. Alternatively, political branches can adopt legislation that does not allow a court to give effect to a treaty obligation, that grants immunities to individuals or to the state, or that does not allow individuals to invoke a rule of international law. An example of the latter is the US Military Commissions Act. Domestic law may further limit the power of

178 Peters, ‘International Dispute Settlement’, supra note 68; Regulating Jurisdictional Relations, supra note 19, at 141 (noting that when national courts directly and explicitly apply international law to the disputes before them ‘they become engaged in a dispute resolution or law application project of a comparable nature to the process of resolution or application that could have taken place before international courts’).

179 Williams, ‘ICTY Referrals’, supra note 141 at 207.

180 Conforti, The Activities of National Judges, supra note 82, at 336 (noting that direct effect is simply one form of dependency, comparable to the dependence on the executive in matters of treaty interpretation).

181 Medellín v. Texas, supra note 113, paras 25-27 (explaining that because the parties did not provide for it in the text of the Optional Protocol, judgments of the ICJ in regard to the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations are not self-executing). An example of declarations by the political branches after signature of a treaty to remove the possibility of direct effect is the declaration by the US Senate to preclude direct effect of the ICCPR; see e.g. Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain, 542 US 692 (2004), ILDC 117 (US 2004) (where the US Supreme Court stated that ‘the Senate has expressly declined to give the federal courts the task of interpreting and applying international human rights law, as when its ratification of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights declared that the substantive provisions of the document were not self-executing’).

182 US Military Commissions Act, sec. 5(a) (providing that ‘[n]o person may invoke the Geneva Conventions or any protocols thereto in any habeas corpus or other civil action or proceeding to which the United States, or a current or former officer, employee, member of the Armed Forces, or other agent of the United States is a party as a source of rights in any court of the United States or its States
courts to provide a remedy in conformity with international law. These and other strategies may limit or prevent the possibility that a domestic court would hear a claim that is comparable to a claim that may be raised in an international court.

Generally, the limitations on domestic courts to apply international law are not seen in terms of the concept of independence. Legislative overrides that undo the effect of individual judicial decisions may constitute exceptions and be covered by the principle of independence, but otherwise courts use different concepts to address this problem. The European Court does not employ a general requirement to adjust domestic law to the obligations of the Convention, certainly not in terms of the principle of independence. In the ICC Statute, the criterion that a case is admissible if a domestic judicial system is ‘unavailable’ may be construed in the sense that if domestic law does not allow for prosecution of the crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court, a case will be admissible. However, this criterion is distinct from the principle of independence in the ICC Statute.

---

183 The possibility that English courts have to provide a remedy in conformity with secondary obligations under the European Convention on Human Rights is severely limited by the Human Rights Act. English courts are not empowered to set aside an English Act of Parliament, where it conflicts with obligations under the European Convention. The only remedy in this situation is a declaration of incompatibility which does not affect the validity, continuing operation or enforcement of the provision in question; see S. 4(6) of the Human Rights Act 1998; see generally Geoffrey Lindell, ‘Invalidity, Disapplication and the Construction of Acts of Parliament: Their Relationship with Parliamentary Sovereignty in the Light of the European Communities Act and the Human Rights Act’, 2 Cambridge Yearbook of European Legal Studies (2000) 399-415 at 399.


185 But see Ireland v. the United Kingdom, ECHR Series A, No. 25, at 239 (holding that incorporation of the European Convention in national law would be a faithful method of applying the Convention); UN Doc E/C.12/1998/24, CESCGR General Comment 9, The Domestic Application of the Covenant, 3 December 1998, at 8, UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (noting that ‘while the Covenant does not formally oblige States to incorporate its provisions in domestic law, such an approach is desirable. Direct incorporation avoids problems that might arise in the translation of treaty obligations into national law, and provides a basis for the direct invocation of the Covenant rights by individuals in national courts. For these reasons, the Committee strongly encourages formal adoption or incorporation of the Covenant in national law.’)

186 Art. 17(3), ICC Statute.

187 Art. 17(2)(c), ICC Statute.
Nonetheless, the power of a court to apply international law is closely related to the concept of independence.\textsuperscript{188} There is not that much of a difference between a political decision in an individual criminal case that seeks to influence the court by shielding a perpetrator who is supported by the government, the adoption of a law (or constitutional scheme) that does not allow a court to apply an international criminalization, and the adoption of a law that grants immunity to individual suspects before a trial has started. The UN Special Rapporteur on Independence of the Judiciary recognized this link between domestic legal limitations and independence, when he found that national laws allowing impunity by granting amnesties would be incompatible with the independence of the judiciary, as they would not allow the courts to uphold international principles of accountability.\textsuperscript{189} Likewise, there is not that much of a difference between political pressure on a court not to rule against a government that has been responsible for human rights abuses, and a political decision to adopt a law that makes the government immune from trial. The ECtHR noted that whether a person has an actionable domestic claim so as to engage Article 6 ‘may depend not only on the substantive content of the relevant civil right, as defined under national law, but also on the existence of procedural bars preventing or limiting the possibilities of bringing potential claims to court.’\textsuperscript{190}

Limiting the power of course to apply international law then also can be seen as a limitation of independence.\textsuperscript{189} Denying a court the power to apply international law to a dispute where that law is binding on the state, or on other actors involved in litigation, undermines the independence of courts to adjudicate claims in accordance with the law.

Consequently, the possibility that domestic courts play a larger role in the adjudication of international claims, and that international institutions allocate a larger role to domestic courts, to some extent depends on improving the reception of international law in domestic law. Even though courts may seek to expand their

\textsuperscript{188} Justice O'Connor recognized the relation between competence and independence when she stated that a resolution tabled in US Congress to forbid the citation of foreign law in constitutional interpretation would in fact limit judicial independence. Cited in W. H. Pryor Jr., 'Not so serious Threats to Judicial Independence', 93 Virginia Law Review (2007) 1759-1783 at 1759.


\textsuperscript{190} The Court added: ‘it would not be consistent with the rule of law in a democratic society, or with the basic principle underlying Article 6 § 1 – namely that civil claims must be capable of being submitted to a judge for adjudication – if a State could, without restraint or control by the Convention enforcement bodies, remove from the jurisdiction of the courts a whole range of civil claims or confer immunities from civil liability on large groups or categories of persons.’; A v. United Kingdom, Application No. 35373/97, Judgment, 17 December 2002, para. 63.
independence within the boundaries set by domestic law,\textsuperscript{191} this is primarily a task for the legislature rather than the courts. The room for international institutions to demand from domestic courts independence from limitations from domestic law is limited. The application of international law will have to make use of domestic rules and procedures that may, in particular instances, more often than not limit the effective application of international law. In large part, these will fall within the sovereignty and procedural discretion of the state.\textsuperscript{192} More fundamentally, if independence would require courts to neglect domestic constraints, it would generally collide with the principle of legality.\textsuperscript{193} Requiring courts to set aside domestic limitation in order to give full effect to international law would replace dependency on domestic law by dependency on international law – a proposition that not only seems hardly realistic or desirable, but also is hardly compatible with the rule of law that according to international law itself should be protected at national level.

Values

Most of the traditional unease of states and other actors about the value of domestic judgments does not stem so much from political pressures or legal limitations, but from a court’s national prejudice,\textsuperscript{194} national passions\textsuperscript{195} and identification with national interests.\textsuperscript{196} When defence counsel at the ICTR objected to the transfer of cases to domestic courts, this was partly because they felt that domestic courts would be biased towards the defendants: ‘The ICTR judges should not make themselves accomplices in this further distortion of the ICTR mandate by delivering UN detainees to the control of those who should themselves be defendants at the

\begin{footnotes}
\item[191] See supra note 110.
\item[192] The US Supreme Court correctly said with respect to the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations that ‘absent a clear and express statement to the contrary, the procedural rules of the forum State govern the implementation of the treaty in that State.’ \textit{Breard v. Greene}, 523 U. S. 371 (1998) at 375. This already follows from Art. 36(2) of the Vienna Convention; see similarly the Judgment of the Court of Appeal of Singapore, \textit{Nguyen Tuong Van v. Public Prosecutor}, [2004] SGCA 47, ILDC 88 (SG 2004), para. 33-35.
\item[195] \textit{Ibid.}, at 147.
\item[196] Benvenisti, \textit{Judicial Misgivings}, supra note 18.
\end{footnotes}
ICTR.'197 Accepting domestic judgments as authoritative requires that courts are somehow liberated from such influences and perhaps are open to international values.'198

Whereas the first two dimensions mainly concern institutional independence (the structural position of courts vis-à-vis other powers), this dimension concerns personal independence — the outlook of individual judges in reaching decisions in matters involving international law. In human rights law, this is seen in terms of impartiality rather than independence.'199 The line between these concepts is thin, however, and the ECtHR often examines the principles of independence and impartiality together.'200 Koopmans indeed notes that the concept of judicial independence encompasses independence from popular feelings.'201

Like independence from domestic politics and law, this standard obviously cannot be maintained in absolute terms. All courts are naturally embedded in an environment with their own distinct values that will influence the outlook and approach of courts and that in particular cases may colour their decisions, and it is unrealistic and undesirable to separate courts from the society of which they are a part.'202 It is illustrative that the Rwandese gacaca courts, that supposedly consider crimes in line with community expectations, by and large seem acceptable to international community.'203

The task in respect of this third dimension then is to distinguish between nationalistic prejudice that prevents an impartial assessment of an international claim, and legitimate and indeed critical connection between judges and courts and the values of their society.

International Responses to Lack of Independence: Some

199 supra note 153.
200 Çıraklar v. Turkey, supra note 25, para. 38 (noting that ‘[i]n the instant case it is difficult to dissociate impartiality from independence and the Court will accordingly consider them together’).
201 Koopmans, Courts and Political Institutions, supra note 176, at 250.
202 Indeed, it has been said that the US Supreme Court has been successful because it has mirrored prevailing norms in society, see Posner and Yoo, supra note 97, at 13
Dilemmas

When international institutions and other interested actors find that the judiciary of a particular state is not sufficiently independent in a case in which they take an interest, the question arises how that problem may be remedied at international level. Two options may be to pull a case to the international level, and have an international court adjudicate the claim in a way that the domestic court should have done, or to internationalize the court. In some cases this may indeed solve a problem of independence. Adjudication in the ECtHR of a claim that was denied by a non-independent domestic court generally will conform to international standards of independence. The same may be true for the ICC or the ICTY. However, neither of these options is necessarily a solution to problems of independence.

The first option, deciding a case at the international level, faces problems of independence at international level. Like domestic courts, international courts often may be in a vulnerable position vis-à-vis political interests.204 In arbitration, and to some extent also in the ICJ, it is difficult to entirely neglect the ties between the nominating states (with all their political interests) and the judges.205 The ad hoc nature of many international criminal tribunals, may lead to political influence on the allocation of resources for justice and may lead to concerns that allocation of such scarce resources may serve political agendas rather than the service of justice.206 Criminal tribunals are vulnerable against the attack that in most instances they followed a model of victor’s justice.207 The SCSL was made dependent on funding by international actors, making the argument that the Court would be inclined to make judgments that would be favourably received by those actors not implausible.208 Short-term contracts subject to performance review make the position of international judges vulnerable to political influences.209 The ICC may

205 Ibid., at 13. Note in this context that dispute settlement in some respects is an extension of negotiation between the parties; more akin to commercial arbitration than to public law.
206 Compare Bell, supra note 149, at 50 (referring to independence in general, not confined to the international domain).
208 The argument was rejects by the Appeals Chamber of the Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL) in Prosecutor v. Sam Hinga Norman, Case No. SCSL-2004-14-AR72(E), Decision on Preliminary Motion Based on Lack of Jurisdiction (Judicial Independence), 13 March 2004.
have been used by domestic actors to pursue their domestic agendas.\textsuperscript{210} It has also been said that the ICTR would lack independence, for instance, in view of alleged interference from the American government in the work of the Office of the Prosecutor, so that it would only prosecute former Hutu officials.\textsuperscript{211} Moreover, while resorting to international courts may prevent nationalistic passions of domestic judges, international judges may have their own normative ambitions. These may be related to the position of the state by which they are nominated,\textsuperscript{212} or be driven by an internationalist outlook.\textsuperscript{213} Illustrative of the latter were the challenges to international judges on the SCSL, in view of alleged biased positions of individual judges on crimes against humanity\textsuperscript{214} and child soldiers.\textsuperscript{215}

Such criticism and the fear for the lack of independence will not always rest on solid grounds. However, it seems unreasonable to take for granted that an international court, upon finding a problem of independence at the domestic level, can solve that problem by moving the case to the international level. It may very

\textsuperscript{210} It has been said that if the ICC would limit its adjudication of international crimes committed in the DRC to the prosecution of Lubanga, opponent of the government of the DRC. It may become a political vehicle for the leaders of that state. Stephanie Wolters, \textit{Selective Prosecutions Could Undermine Justice} (Institute for War & Peace Reporting, London, 2007) (noting that ‘In the DRC, the transitional government led by President Joseph Kabila chose to feed Lubanga — who really counts as small fry in Congo’s complex ladder of power — to the highly visible ICC, not because it believes in justice but precisely because it does not want to see it done across the board’ and that ‘Lubanga is expendable: his initial arrest and incarceration in Kinshasa and now his trial have not cost Kabila or any of those sharing power with him in the transitional government a cent of their political currency, and never will.’)

\textsuperscript{211} The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda / Military II — the Defence Requests an Investigation of the Prosecution, Oct 17, 2007 (Hirondelle News Agency/All Africa Global Media via COMTEX).

\textsuperscript{212} As appeared to be the case in the request by Israel to preclude Judge Nabil Elaraby from sitting in the proceedings that resulted in the \textit{Wall Advisory} opinion. This request was based on the judge’s prior involvement in the Israeli–Palestinian conflict as an Egyptian diplomat. The Court denied the request, see \textit{Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory}, Order of 30 January 2004, ICJ Reports (1994) 3 (hereinafter ICJ Order). See for critical discussion Yuval Shany and Sigall Horovitz, \textit{Judicial Independence in The Hague Freetown: A Tale of Two Cities’, 21 Leiden Journal of International Law} (2008) 113-129.

\textsuperscript{213} Philip Bobitt, \textit{The Shield of Achilles} (Anchor Books, New York, 2003) at 258 (noting that the internationalistic model has its own ambitions and can hardly be considered as neutral); Hilary Charlesworth \textit{et al}, ‘International Law and National Law: Fluid States’ in Hilary Charlesworth \textit{et al}, (eds), \textit{The Fluid State: International Law and National Legal Systems} (Federation Press, Sydney, 2005) at 12 (referring to normative ideals of international lawyers).

\textsuperscript{214} \textit{Prosecutor} v. \textit{Sesay}, Case No. SCSL-2004-AR15-15, Decision on Defense Motion seeking the Disqualification of Judge Robertson from the Appeals Chamber, 13 March 2003 (in which judge Robertson was disqualified for all cases and motions involving the RUF).

\textsuperscript{215} \textit{Prosecutor} v. \textit{Sam Hinga Norman}, Case No. SCSL-2004-14-PT, Decision on the Motion to Recuse Judge Winter from the deliberation in the Preliminary Motion on the Recruitment of Child Soldiers, 28 May 2004 (the court found that a bias of Judge Winter’s could not be demonstrated).
well simply replace one problem of independence by another – the latter one simply being more acceptable to international institutions and other interested actors.

This also holds true for the second response to domestic problems of lack of independence. States and international institutions have actively sought to promote the independence of courts by the establishment of hybrid or mixed criminal courts and tribunals in, amongst others, East Timor, Sierra Leone, Cambodia, Bosnia Herzegovina and Lebanon, and, less frequently, also mixed human rights courts, such as the Human Rights Chamber established under the Dayton Peace Agreement. Common to most projects of internationalizing courts is that states and international institutions seek to secure that the courts will be independent, with a view to making their decisions acceptable at international level.

Internationalization can address each of the three dimensions of independence as discussed earlier. Key to securing independence is appointing sufficient international judges, who presumably would be insensitive to local political forces. Thus, by endowing the Extraordinary Chambers of Cambodia and the Hariri tribunal with international judges, the United Nations hoped to ensure that the proceedings would not be unduly influenced by domestic political considerations and would not only be satisfactory to Cambodia and Lebanon, but also to the international community. Internationalization of domestic courts pursues the separate aim of securing applicability of international law or at least conformity of the applicable law with international law. Hybrid or mixed courts then seek to secure that they are able to apply international law and that the outcomes are acceptable to the international legal order. Likewise, in respect to independence from national values, internationalization may, by bringing in international judges and international rules of procedure, seek to prevent the influence of national prejudice and passions that otherwise might have threatened the independence or impartiality of the court.

However, the power of these approaches (international judges, securing application of international law and preventing dominance of national passions) to result in courts that indeed are independent, and whose judgments on that basis are acceptable to the international community, is subject to the same caveat as was noted with respect to international courts. Solving threats of independence at the domestic level by internationalization need not always solve the problems of
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independence, but simply transform them to problems of independence at the international level.

It is to be added that transferring cases to the international level or to internationalized courts may lead to a range of other problems and limitations. International courts may not be able to produce the effects that will resonate in domestic society. Moreover, solving independence by bringing in a majority of international judges and by applying international law does not solve problems of inefficiency, defective substantive and procedural law or lack of resources that seem common to several attempts to internationalize courts and that may undermine the quality and authority of the decisions. Finding a problem of independence in the application of international law is easier than solving it at international level, and, even if it is solved, the transfer to the international level may bring a range of unforeseen consequences.

Concluding Observations

This article has explored the hypothesis that the principle of independence can function as a rule of recognition in international law that allows international institutions and other interested actors to determine whether, from the perspective of international law, a particular domestic judgment can be accepted. Though the concept of the rule of recognition is not commonly applied to decisions of domestic courts, it seems that the concept is flexible enough to be applied in this context, though more in its private international law manifestation then in its use as an indicator of validity. The hypothesis that independence can serve to identify which judgments transcend domestic law is based on the sound premise that independence is a signifier of commitment by states and their courts, and that international institutions therefore can easier rely on domestic courts if these are sufficiently independent.

Of course, acceptance of domestic judicial decisions at international level as an authoritative settlement of an international claim generally will not only depend on independence, but also on related concepts such as impartiality, legality, knowledge of judges, and quality of the judgment. Independence thus will have to reviewed in context to understand the persuasive power of a domestic judgment.

Independence of domestic courts in the application of international law is vulnerable throughout the world, most notably by pressures from the political branches, but also by limitations set by domestic law and by national prejudice. If
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domestic courts are to play a larger role in the settlement of international disputes, one that is accepted by international institutions and other interested actors, their independence in all three respects should be strengthened. The worldwide efforts to enhance the independence of the domestic judiciary, including those by the UN Special Rapporteur on Judicial Independence, should therefore be extended to encompass the wider, international role of domestic courts. Improvement along these lines will then also enhance the possibility of international court to allocate tasks to domestic courts and to defer to their judgments.

However, the article also has displayed a number of ambiguities of the principle of independence as a rule of recognition. For one, the principle is not absolute. International institutions (and states) may trade independence against other interest, such as the symbolic value of a state taking care of its own justice system, as in the case of Saddam Hussein.

Moreover, the principle is very flexible. It has allowed for a wide diversity of limitations in state practice on the judicial application of international law. This very flexibility makes the concept an attractive one, as both domestic and international actors can use the concept to claim authority. The question should be considered whether international courts, as the ICTR in the Munyakazi decision with which this article opened, occasionally have not been too demanding in requiring full independence. In this context it should also be taken into account that if an international court finds a problem of independence at domestic level, it cannot be taken for granted that it can do a better job.

To the extent that the principle of independence indeed is used to allocate tasks to domestic courts and to defer to their judgments (a question on which separate empirical analysis would be required), the principle indeed would be able to solve the conundrum caused by the fact that, while international law needs to rely on domestic courts, such courts are part of the very state whose behaviour may be in question. At a doctrinal level, this does not undermine the legal unity of the state. Judicial independence necessarily entails the need for (judicial) accountability. This may lead to the responsibility of the state of which the court is an organ, not of the court itself. Yet the article does indicate that unity and its implications only can cover a part of the legal spectrum, and that the explanatory power of the concept of the unity of the state in respect of the role of domestic courts is limited.
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